ABSTRACT. If <¡>(t) = t1/? (p > 1) and (X, S,pi) is a completely nonatomic finite measure space, then the dual of the Lorentz space N$ is denoted by M^ and the closure of the simple functions in M^ by M2. It is known that (M?)* = N<j,. In this note we show that given a positive number ß < 1 it is possible to construct a set of contractive embeddings of (Zoo/co)* into (M^/AiÇ)*, each of which is bounded below by M = M(ß) -» 1 as ß -► 0+.
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The union of the ranges of these embeddings is a total set in (M^/M?)*.
In this note we study the bounded linear functionals on Ms which annihilate the simple functions in M¿. The dual space of M9 (= the closure of the simple functions in Ms) has been shown to be isometrically isomorphic to Ns, and thus the present results contribute toward a somewhat better understanding of M^.
NOTATION. Suppose that (X,S,p) is a completely nonatomic finite measure space, and <f>(t) = t1'p (p > 1) is a concave function. Then the Lorentz space Ns is PROOF. Note first that for each g e Ms, {wñr^SEJdi1} < IMIav Moreover, { ^¿ïTp 4 ddp^eco whenever g e M°.
We now prove that T¿ is bounded below by a number M(ß) that (i) is independent of E, and (ii) approaches 1 as ß -> 0+.
For any {rn} e loo, g = 12(rn/ß{^n)1^9)ipE" is a well-defined function. To prove that g G Ms we need only look at yTPjE\9\dp ïorEç\JEn.
p(EY If we write p(E n i?") = anp(En), then 0 < a" < 1, and
IrnHJSfrtf,,
Then jjg||aí^, < -^(/^)l|{rn}||oo, and the desired result follows from the next lemma. But g(y) = (l+y)p+(l-y)p is an increasing function for 0 < y < 1, and g(0) = 2, so, in particular, g(x/t) > 2; this contradiction establishes the result. Fact 3 generalizes and follows from Fact 2. To see this, note that as a function of x, (t + x)/(bp + xp)1/p is increasing if 0 < x < (bp/t)1^p~1\
decreasing if x > (bp/t)1^p~1\ and equal to t/b when x = 0. The hypothesis of Fact 3 therefore implies that x > (bp/t)1/^p~1'>, so the conclusion is immediate from Fact 2.
We can now prove Claim 1. We now prove a result about elements of Ms \ M°; this will help us prove that the union of the ranges of all the T£ (£ e Eß) is a total set in (Ms_/M¿)*. Thus if g $l M°, we may assume g > 0 and there is a sequence {A"} of measurable sets of pairwise measure such that if an = p(An), then lim" an = 0, but infn an = e > 0, where an = añ fA g dp. Let
An,m -An \ |^J Ak, an>m -p(An^m), an^m --jy-/ g dp, Suppose not. Without loss of generality we may assume g > 0. By Lemma 4 there is a sequence {An} of pairwise disjoint sets of positive measure such that if an = p(An) and an = añ fA g dp, then limn an = 0 and inf " an = s > 0.
Clearly, we may further assume that ax > a2 > ■ ■ -, and indeed that for each n there is a k(n) such that (i) ßpk{n) > an > /gp(fc(")+1), and (ii) n < m implies k(n) < k(m). (Pass to a subsequence if necessary.) Once again because p is completely nonatomic we may choose sets Bn, disjoint from one another and from the An's so that p(Bn) = ßpk^ -an; let En = An U Bn. Then p(En) = ßpk^, and {En} is a subsequence of some i G ~Eß. Moreover, if rn = ß~k(n) JE gdp, then {rn} G loo-We now claim that {rn} G c0.
By hypothesis, L G l^ PICq implies T(L)(g) = 0 and, hence, L{sn} = 0 for some sequence {sn} of which {r"} is a subsequence. But then {sn} G cq, so {rn} G c0 also. (In fact, a somewhat weaker hypothesis will suffice.) The idea is to construct a positive g G Ms that is annihilated by every functional in the range of Tj (because {p(Fn)~1/p JF gdp} G c0) but is such that {p(En)~1/p JE gdp} converges to 1.
